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University promotes new social media initiatives
Tammy Tran
Staff Writer

In recent years, Lawrence’s
increased use of social media has
been transformational. Lawrence’s
Facebook page is “liked” by more
than 3,600 people, and the university’s Twitter account has more
than 400 followers. These trends
signify the way in which social
media continues to be instrumental in communicating on campus
and in sharing Lawrence with the
rest of the world.
Rachel Crowl, web content
and new media coordinator at
Lawrence, heads the university’s
social media initiatives. Crowl
launched Lawrence’s Facebook
and Twitter pages and consistently
works with others to update these
pages. Crowl is also responsible
for the “This Is Lawrence” videos on YouTube, short video clips
depicting different areas of life at
Lawrence.
Many of Lawrence’s individual
academic departments have their

own Facebook pages, as well.Crowl
describes the wide range of pages
as “a constellation of Lawrence
Facebook pages.” These include
the Lawrence University London
Centre, Alumni Association,
Wriston Art Center, Conservatory,
gender studies department and
Björklunden — just to name a few.
“Social media is easy,” stated
Crowl. “People understand how to
use it and, most importantly, students are using it. It allows various
departments and various people
to easily post things about what’s
going on within their realm.”
Grace Kutney, Lawrence’s
career technology specialist, is
responsible for managing the
Facebook and Twitter pages for
the Career Center. According to
Kutney, social media has allowed
the Career Center to gain national
reach and recognition.
Specifically, the LU Career
Center was recognized as having one of the top 10 career
blogs in the nation. The blog,
LUCareerCenter2Go, was the

Career Center’s initial foray into
the realm of social media. Since
then, their Twitter page has served
as a great way to connect with
constituents.
“As part of our effort to be
more green,” stated Kutney, “the
Career Center will soon be switching away from using bathroomstall posters and instead, promoting our programs via social media,
which is part of the reason we
started our Facebook fan page.”
In order to eliminate the use of
paper posters, however, the Career
Center Facebook page needs a
large amount of “likes,” meaning
maximized visibility. Said Kutney,
“We’re especially eager for more
students to like our page and begin
connecting with us!”
Like the Career Center,
Lawrence’s Admissions Office is
striving to broaden their social
media use. The Admissions Office
Calling Team consists of a diverse
group of students who reach out
to prospective students at varying stages of interest in attending

Lawrence.
This past term, the team has
utilized the Lawrence Facebook
page to update prospective students on life at Lawrence from a
student perspective.
“Facebook is a good resource
for the prospective student to see
firsthand from students what’s
going on around campus,” stated
Annie Vernon-Melzer ‘11, a student supervisor of the Admissions
Office’s calling team.
“This way, they aren’t just
getting information from admissions counselors and administrative people. They are really getting
the information right from students and seeing photos and hearing about events going on every
week. It’s more true to what life
at Lawrence is really like,” she
continued.
Crowl encourages Lawrence
students and student groups to
utilize the university’s Facebook
page. “Social media is driving new
ways to communicate, and considering how much goes on here

at Lawrence, that’s a good thing,”
stated Crowl. “Now it’s decentralized, and you can take charge of
your event.”
In an effort to make social
media more convenient and
appealing to students, Crowl welcomes any feedback or suggestions for Lawrence initiatives on
the web.
“I have an open door policy,”
continued Crowl. “Anyone can
come by and if they want to try
something new, I can help or point
them in the right direction.”
Lawrence is in the very early
stages of taking social media to the
next step by building a mobile site.
“We’re definitely going to start taking advantage of the fact that all of
us have amazing phones,” claimed
Crowl.
“Social media is still so new
that it’s hard to identify where
it will take us. It’s exploded so
organically and I’m excited about
the opportunities it gives us.”

Panel discussion explores resources for victims of sexual assault
Laura Streyle
Staff Writer

Source: weatherbug.com

5-DAY
WEATHER
FORECAST

Members from the Lawrence
University and greater Fox Cities
communities met on the second
floor of the Warch Campus Center
for a discussion panel event on
sexual assault called, “Not Just
a Straight Girl’s Issue” Thursday,
Jan. 20.
The idea for “Not Just a
Straight Girl’s Issue” formed last
term when juniors Maggie Schmidt
and Meghan Hickey noticed that
too many Lawrence students are
not aware of the various on- and
off-campus resources available to
victims of sexual assault.
To remedy the student body’s
general lack of knowledge about
how to seek help if they should
ever become a victim of sexual
assault, Hickey and Schmidt decided to gather representatives from
local organizations that deal with
sexual harassment and assault so
they could provide information on
services they offer.
“All of the people who are
available on and off campus are
really awesome and want to help,”
said Hickey.
Panelists included Assistant
Director of Counseling Services
Paul Valencic, Appleton Diversity
Coordinator Kathy Flores and
Communication and Grants

Coordinator at the Sexual Assault
Crisis Center Emily Bowles.
Valencic, a member of the
Sexual Harassment and Assault
Resource Board, described the
committee’s role in helping the
victim decide what action he or she
would like to take after an assault,
stressing the strict confidentiality that is maintained during this
process.
Valencic noted that on the
Lawrence campus, sexual assault
is “not just happening to women
— men are experiencing this too.”
Flores’s portion of the panel
echoed and expanded on Valencic’s
statement, making it clear that
sexual assault does not only happen to heterosexual women. Flores
provided a handout for attendees, which stated that between 25
and 33 percent of relationships
between LGBT partners include
abuse, a rate equal to that of heterosexual relationships.
“There are fewer people in the
LGBT community,” said Flores,
“and victims fear they’ll be blamed
because they’re seen as deviants.”
Flores went on to say that intensive
training is happening every day to
break down barriers for victims in
the LGBT community, and to teach
crisis center employees about how
to better help LGBT victims.
Bowles presented additional help that can be sought from

Audience members listened to the stories of panelists and asked questions at the end of the presentation.

the Sexual Assault Crisis Center
in Appleton, saying that “people
receiving calls on the crisis lines
are trained not to assume anything
about the caller, except that they
are asking for help.”
Following the panel discussion,
students had the opportunity to
peruse a resource fair in the back
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Lo: 10°F

Lo: 6°F

Mostly cloudy

Mostly cloudy

of the Hurvis Room. Here, students
were able to speak with campus
and community organizations that
are actively aware of issues dealing
with sexual assault.
Among the organizations represented were the two sponsors of
the event: the Lawrence Wellness
Center and the Gay, Lesbian Or

Photo by Nhi Nguyen

Whatever club. Harbor House and
V-Day were also represented.
Freshman Annesley Clark, a
representative of GLOW at the
resource fair, said she was pleased
with the event and that “everyone
should be required to attend.”
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Lawrence revives Winter Carnival tradition
Maija Anstine
Staff Writer

The Lawrence University
Winter Carnival will take place Feb.
4 and 5 at various locations around
campus. The revival of the event is
the brainchild of Student Affairs in
an effort to enliven Winter Term.
All activities throughout the
weekend are free. Among other
events, the weekend will include
a broomball tournament, an
ice sculpture contest and the
President’s Winter Carnival ball.
The 2011 Winter Carnival
marks the return of an “on-and-off
tradition from the ‘30s,” explained
Curt Lauderdale, assistant dean of
students for campus life. “We’re

making 2011 an ‘on’ year.”
Lauderdale collaborated with
Ormsby Residence Hall Director
and Diversity Center Programs
Coordinator Rose Wasielewski,
Campus Center Director Greg
Griffin, Assistant Dean of Students
for Multicultural Affairs Pa Lee
Moua and Plantz Residence
Hall Director and Campus Life
Programs Coordinator Marianne
Griffin ‘08 to design and organize
the event.
“I thought we should put some
more fun into the middle of Winter
Term,” said President Jill Beck.
Wasielewski agreed with this
sentiment especially, she said, in
“a time when students are hunkered down for the winter… We

hope there’s a strong showing.”
Leslie Fox ‘11, who learned
about the contest through the
huge advertisements posted in her
dorm, is “most excited for the ice
sculpture contest, which I have
entered, and the Canadian maple
taffy making.”
Fox says she “might also attend
the President’s Winter Carnival
Ball,” which marks the end of
Winter Carnival festivities, at 8
p.m. Saturday, Feb. 5. Wasielewski
expressed enthusiasm about the
event, saying: “People are really
excited to have this moment for
everyone to come together.”
“But, if the ball’s not your
thing, then maybe broomball is,”
Wasielewski continued, noting that

several groups have already contacted her about organizing their
own broomball teams. The broomball tournament will take place
starting at 4 p.m. Friday, Feb. 4 and
will continue Saturday afternoon
outside of Ormsby on the “Ormsby
Lake.”
Student Affairs has made
an attempt to integrate diverse
aspects of campus life into the
weekend celebration by including events like the LU Hockey
game vs. Northland College, and
the Lawrence Jazz Band and
Symphonic Band concert on Friday
evening.
The Winter Carnival tradition started in the 1930s, and
has traditionally included activi-

ties such as ski trips, tug-of-war
and sitting by the Memorial Union
hearth. Activities like the broomball tournament and ice sculpture contest were also enjoyed
during the Winter Carnival’s early
years; in 1933, one team even
crafted a chapel made entirely out
of ice. Pictures from the decade
can be viewed in Lawrence’s online
archives.
“[The Winter Carnival] will be a
welcome addition to the Lawrence
calendar,” concluded Fox.
More information and broomball and ice sculpture registration forms are available at http://
go.lawrence.edu/carnival.

Spoerl Lecture series opens with “High Tech Trash”
Bridget Donnelly
Associate News Editor

As part of the Barbara Gray
Spoerl Lectures in Science and
Society series, Lawrence hosted
Elizabeth Grossman Wednesday,
Jan. 26. Grossman delivered a
talk titled “High Tech Trash: The
E-Waste Explosion and What We
Can Do About It.”
The Spoerl lectures are held
in conjunction with the environmental studies department’s
Symposium on Environmental
Topics course. This course centers
on a particular theme each year,
allowing students the opportunity
to interact with experts in a particular area.
Associate Professor of Geology
and Chair of the Environmental
Studies Department Jeffrey Clark
explained that this year’s focus is
on waste, particularly solid waste.
Clark introduced Grossman,
author of the books “High Tech
Trash: Digital Devices, Hidden

Toxics and Human Health” and
“Chasing Molecules: Poisonous
Products, Human Health and the
Promise of Green Chemistry,”
among others.
Clark praised Grossman for
her “ability to identify key issues
before they really hit the mainstream,” pointing out that, as
“High Tech Trash” was published
in 2006, it preceded some of the
more predominant technologies in
our society, citing iPhones and
iPads as an example and providing
statistics for how widespread such
devices have become in the past
few years.
Grossman focused her talk on
“High Tech Trash,” explaining that
she wished in her book to track
the “environmental and health
impacts of the entire life cycle of
these products.”
Although her book was published in 2006, Grossman stressed
the contemporary importance of
the issues she raised.
Said Grossman, “In the space

of this time, we [have] actually
made a huge amount of progress
in some areas,” but that technologies are continually redeveloped
and replaced so quickly that we
are going through them on a
much larger scale. She cited that
Americans now own over 3 billion
high tech devices, up from around
2 billion in 2006.
Grossman cited examples from
her book, pointing out that she
is particularly interested in discovering what we can learn about
society based on their attitudes
towards waste and their ways of
dealing with it.
One of the most pressing
issues Grossman spoke about was
the outsourcing of high tech recycling to countries that use primitive and often dangerous methods
that leave large amounts of hazardous materials in the environment.
In 2008, stated Grossman,
the EPA estimated that of more
than 3 million tons of “e-waste”

in the U.S., 85 percent ended up
in landfills, some of which waste
is “acutely hazardous.” Of the
remaining 15 percent, half is sent
overseas. At this point, there is
little legislation regarding this type
of outsourcing.
Near the end of her talk,
Grossman posed a question to the
audience, asking what happens to
old computers at Lawrence. A student responded that, after cycling
through various departments on
campus, computers are sent to
a recycling facility in northern
Wisconsin.
Grossman noted that, in the
course of her research, she discovered that universities are frequently unaware of where their
high tech devices are sent for recycling. She stressed the importance
of investigating recycling facilities
to determine what interests they
have at stake.
Before concluding, Grossman
expressed her wish that “it should
be as easy to recycle a computer as

it is to buy one.”
Although we may not be able
to completely eliminate the problems posed by high tech waste,
steps can be taken such as trying
to make them last longer, fixing
them ourselves, asking manufacturers to provide longer warranties
and trying to use less toxic materials and processes. Many major
manufacturers are already taking
steps in this direction, according
to Grossman.
Early in the talk, Grossman
pointed out, “I am not anti-technology.” Rather, she feels that the
technologies that are posing such
hazards are really the keys to helping us solve problems on a much
larger and faster scale than ever
before.
“I would venture to say,” said
Grossman, “that the majority of
those problems… can be solved
using science and technology.”

LUCC Update
After an uncontested election, J.R. Vanko was elected to the position of LUCC President
and Carl Byers to the position of LUCC Vice-President. They will assume office begining
March 1, 2011. The cabinet application process has begun, and applications are available
from the LUCC office on the fourth floor of Warch Campus Center. Applications are due at
11:59 p.m. Feb. 1 to the LUCC Office.
The General Council will meet again on Monday, Feb. 7 at 4:30 p.m. in the Hurvis Room.
As always, General Council meetings are open to all members of the Lawrence community.
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I hereby reaffirm: the value of coming out
David Rubin
Features Editor

My early attempts at writing
this essay — and they were many
— didn’t amount to much. I wanted to write about something I love
— music, the friends I’ve made
here, something like that — but the
words never lived up to the feeling
behind it all. It’s not easy, it turns
out, to describe what a performance feels like, or why I care for
the people I care about.
So I was feeling doubtful about
this entire project — or at the very
least, my contribution to it — and
I was ready to give up, thereby
surrendering “Variety” to Evan’s
advice column and Erik’s incomprehensible witticisms. But then, a
prompt fell from the sky!
Like Newton’s apocryphal

apple… except this gift drove by
at 40 m.p.h., spewing hate speech.
“Keep walking, faggot!” the driver
yelled at me, his car hurtling down
College Avenue as my friend Laura
and I walked to Harmony Café one
January evening.
In the past, I would have gotten angry. I would have embarked
on an old-fashioned cathartic rant,
filled with political invective and
sprinkled with all sorts of goodies
that I can’t print here.
But this time, I didn’t have
much to say. “Well, at least we’re
across the street from Harmony.”
That’s all I could manage.
It was in trying to figure out
why I reacted the way I did that I
realized just what I wanted these
500 words to be about.
You see, a healthy dose of
righteous anger might have made

me feel stronger for a few minutes,
but it would have done nothing to
make the world any better.
I believe that the only way to
fight ignorance — and this particular brand of hate, this fear of
anyone “other,” is something that
we as a species seem to be pretty
damn good at — is through simple,
stubborn, honesty.
I believe that it is actually quite
easy to do something terrible, so
long as you aren’t acquainted
with the victim of your actions.
“Banal evil,” that’s what we call it
in Freshman Studies, right? Duly
noted, Hannah Arendt.
We’re all capable of being
downright awful, and our indignation at being wronged is just an
easy way of avoiding the uncomfortable fact that it could have
been us. When it comes down to it,

that driver and I aren’t particularly
different.
Because we’re all capable of
being horrible to a nameless, faceless someone. It’s much harder,
however, to be cruel to someone
you know. Very few of us have this
talent. Which leads me to think,
“wherefore and hence, therefore
and ergo,” — thank you Leonard
Bernstein, thank you “Candide” —
that the only way to stop being
so terrible to each other is to
make sure that we’re all better
acquainted.
So here it is, a tidy, five-word
summary. A proper opening sentence, if I hadn’t needed just-under
500 words to work up the courage.
I believe in coming out.
Not necessarily of the “Mom,
Dad, I’m gay” sort. No, I believe
that coming out is something that

we all have to do. Coming out is
telling your story, figuring it out,
deciding what’s worthwhile and
finding your place. It is being honest. It is introducing yourself to
your neighbors. It is the work of
a lifetime.
I think if we all engage in this
work, we will slowly build a better,
truer world; a place in which evil is
less, well, “banal.”
Editor’s note: “I hereby reaffirm,” a new corner of the The
Lawrentian, aims to foster a campus-wide dialogue about personal
belief. What do you believe? Think
about it, write it down, and send it
to lawrentian@lawrence.edu

Ask a fifth-year:
Trivia Weekend begins

Evan Williams
Columnist

Dear Evan,
I’m new around these parts and
I’m wondering, what is Trivia and
why are these smelly bums in my
dorm’s lobby?
Sincerely,
—-Noob
OMGZORS Trivia! Ahem —
excuse me. Yes, The Great Midwest
Trivia Contest is this weekend. One
of the many great things about my
predecessor in this column, Drew
Baumgartner, is that he was last
year’s Trivia Grand Master. So I
found it appropriate to talk about
these 50 hours of awesome in this
column.
To me, the best thing about
Trivia is that it’s not just a
Lawrence tradition, but a local and
regional one as well. While oncampus teams will be competing
with and against each other, teams
from the Fox Valley area will also
match wits along with people from
Milwaukee, Chicago and potentially anywhere with an Internet
connection.
You know that Trivia is very
popular because it passes the ultimate popularity contest — it has
a Wikipedia page, which will tell
you that Trivia has been featured
in such prestigious media outlets such as the Chicago Tribune,
“Good Morning America” and

Playboy.
Playing Trivia is simple. It will
start Friday night at 10:00:37 and
run nonstop until Sunday at midnight. Questions will be asked by
Trivia Masters on WLFM and each
team has a set amount of time —
determined by the Masters asking
the questions — to call in and
answer.
On-campus teams have the
added bonus of doing action questions. Action questions can require
any random — and often inappropriate — act, and judging them is
completely subjective, which I feel
adds to the fun.
Action questions often involve,
but are not limited to, cross-dressing, zany props, heroic deeds, sexual innuendo, sacrilege and most
importantly, inspiring acting.
All of this fun is set on a backdrop of sleep deprivation for all
parties involved. I think that if you
haven’t stayed up at least 24 hours
straight during Trivia, you’re not
doing it right.
In addition, there is no greater
way to get to know someone than
answering random trivia, eating
nothing but junk food and not
bathing or sleeping for multiple
days in a public area.
This is only a small sample of
the greatness that is Trivia, and
this year promises to be even better with the great Derrell Acon as
Grand Master. I’m personally excited to hear Toto’s “Africa” about
100 times over the course of the
weekend.
So this weekend, don’t run by
your lounge area and avert your
glance from those playing Trivia —
join them! I promise you will enjoy
yourself.
I myself will be playing in the
Conservatory lobby, which will
make an interesting picture when
parents and high schoolers are
roaming around on audition day,
but maybe we can get some of
them to play too!

The opinions expressed in this section are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the
authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The
Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Reflections on life as a Residence Life Advisor

Photo courtesy of Rose Wasielewski

Naveed Islam
Features Editor

I opened the door to my single
room in Trever and set a stack of
envelopes down on my study table.
The room next to mine played loud
music between 6 and 8 p.m. but I
came home early enough to catch
the end of a rousing heavy-metal
set list.
I slid out of my shoes and let
them dry in a corner where my
trek to and from Memorial Hall on
a snowy winter day collected in a
puddle on my welcome mat. I took
a bite out of my mock chicken tender pita and began sifting through
my mail. Among the envelopes was
a small note informing me that I
had been recommended for the
Residence Life Advisor position
and was encouraged to apply.
“It seemed like a fun job,”
said Assistant Dean of Students
for Campus Life Curt Lauderdale.
“It was a great way to be more
involved with the community.”
Before
graduating
from
Lawrence in 2001, Lauderdale
worked as an RLA at Ormsby, Sage

and Hulbert House, a residence
hall that stood where the Campus
Center was later built. He returned
to Lawrence as a Residence Hall
Director in Plantz and the newly
opened Hiett Hall.
“The job is great because it
helps you reach out and connect
with a wide-group of people,” said
Lauderdale. “For me, it was the
first step in figuring out what I
wanted to do with my life.”
I remembered passing by a
smoothie station at the Trever
Front Desk or coming across a
ping pong tournament in the basement during a trip to the laundry
room. The job seemed like it could
be a lot of fun, but I didn’t know
if I had it in me to put up with the
brunt of the negatives that loomed
behind the rosy words of an ad for
the position.
I didn’t think I could stop a
party or tend to a drunken resident stumbling through the lobby
after quiet hours. “They must train
you for those things,” I thought
as cheese from my mock chicken
tender pita hung precariously over
my recently laundered bed sheets.
‘But do they train you on how to go

out and meet people?’
Junior David Rubin faced similar questions when deciding to join
last year’s residence life staff. “I
became an RLA because I wanted
to challenge myself,” confessed
Rubin, “I tend to be somewhat shy
and reserved. I knew that being an
RLA would make me venture outside of my comfort zone. I would
have to meet new people and learn
to be more assertive. And all of
that turned out to be true.”
Rubin was a Residence Life
Advisor his sophomore year in
Trever Hall and is currently living at the McCarthy Co-op House.
As a member of the Trever RLA
staff, Rubin has many fond memories of the group’s meetings with
RHDs Brandon Parrott-Sheffer and
Christina Martinez.
“I cared about everyone on my
staff, and the hour or two we spent
together each week — planning
hall events and making sure everything was running smoothly — was
really special to me, even though I
didn’t realize it fully at the time,”
Rubin noted.
Junior Eli Hungerford’s best
memories from being an RLA also

involved bonding with his staff.
“We once tried to do a staff bonding outing with something starting with each letter of ‘Ormsby,’”
recalls Hungerford, who was on
the Ormsby staff last year. “This
ended in us having a movie night
and going to Buffalo Wild Wings all
dressed in yellow.”
Hungerford has been involved
with residence life for two years
and is currently an RLA in Colman.
“I decided to become an RLA to
give back to my community,” said
Hungerford. “I wanted to help
people acclimate to college life
like my freshman year RLAs did
for me. It seemed like a really fun
job because you get paid to get to
know people and help them with
their problems, which is something I’d love to do anyway.”
“I had a really good experience at LU my freshman year and
I believe that my RLAs deserve a
lot of credit for that,” said senior
Emily Hoffman. “They were amazing and I became an RLA to try to
sort of return the favor by helping
new freshman make the transition.”
Hoffman lived in Ormsby as
a freshman and is currently the
Head RLA at the same dorm. “It’s
all come full circle,” said Hoffman,
“but it feels different. It’s not the
same from when I was a freshman
but that’s not a bad thing. Dorm
communities always change from
year to year.”
My own freshman year in
Kohler was a mixed bag of experiences. I enjoyed living on my
floor and am still in touch with
a number of my neighbors. But, I
had two different RLAs and half
of one term without one. I did not
attend many of the programs the
RLAs hosted, save our regular sessions of Smash Bros. in the third
floor Kohler Lounge and finals
food gatherings before exams.
“I think attending programs is
great,” said Lauderdale, “but putting on programs is even better.
You get to be creative and have
fun but also it’s an opportunity
to get to know the people living
near you.”
I was a sophomore when I
applied to be an RLA, which meant
I would have to spend junior year

planning events and waiting for
people to show up.
Super-senior Amanda Ketchpaw decided to apply to be an RLA
“at the ripe young age of 20” and
wanted to work with freshmen.
“I was incredibly interested in helping younger students
grow and experience the diverse
opportunities at Lawrence,” said
Ketchpaw. “I found some of my
greatest friends through being an
RLA and would never trade this
experience for anything.”
As a fifth-year student here at
Lawrence who became an RLA as a
sophomore, Ketchpaw has worked
on four different staffs with several past and current RLAs.
“You can really get to know so
many different people through this
working environment,” Ketchpaw
remarked. “One night while I was
on duty in Hiett a neighboring
staff and their residents came to
attack me with bouncy balls. It
was incredibly random and an allaround fun time! I still have laughs
with those individuals.”
I sat with that note in my hand,
signed by an RLA whom I had met
only a few months ago and who
had now deemed me fit to fill his
shoes. I realized that it wasn’t up
to me to decide if I was the right
person for the job and chose to
apply and see what would happen.
“We’re looking for candidates
who want to be leaders in their
communities,” said Lauderdale,
“people who want to challenge
themselves to try new things and
work with their peers. There is
no ‘right type’ of person for this
position.”
I have been an RLA for two
years and am currently the Head
RLA at Kohler Hall where I lived
as a freshman. Oh, and I ended up
having to wash that cheese off my
comforter.
Editor’s note: There will be
information sessions on applying
to the position at your residence
hall that will be hosted by the RHDs
and RLAs. Applications will be due
at the beginning of spring term.
You will be receiving nominations
in the mail soon.

SOL Studios offers alternative recording solution
Maureen Darras
Editor-in-Chief

As a freshman, I traveled from
basement to birthday party in a
dogged search for the elusive band
of drum-wielding upper-termers
and their offbeat opening acts. I
rarely found them, and the weekends without ironic covers of
Aretha Franklin or improvisation
on the tambourine left me in low
spirits. I loyally attended Greenfire
gatherings and Earth Day celebrations, not to mention a wide range
of Soundboards, hoping once more
to be serenaded by a charming duo
or an aspiring rapper.
I’m reminded that those days
are far behind me as I trudge
through senior year and plunk
myself down in the café in front of
the newly installed SOL Studios listening station, a conspicuous iMac
with protruding headphones. As
Casey Shaw and Jake Hartmann,
co-directors of the SOL Studios
movement, assure me, this mys-

terious presence in the café is
just one of the many changes SOL
Studios brings to fans and musicians alike.
Since 2010, SOL Studios has
offered pre-professional recording services to the Lawrence campus; over 30 students have since
recorded original material. These
recordings have recently been
made available in the café in order
to promote the wide range of artists working with SOL. On May
7, SOL Studios will present SOL
Sounds, a concert to be held in the
quad. A SOL Studios compilation
CD will be available for sale at
that time.
Shaw and Vince Dyer ‘10 conceived this idea in late 2007, during Shaw’s freshman year. The pair
originally envisioned this project
as a business endeavor; however,
as Shaw recounted, “There were
innumerable obstacles between
the idea and reality [...] Various
efforts had been done before just
like this and had failed.”
Yet SOL Studios has seen a

wide range of successes already.
After receiving LUCC recognition,
the founders applied for a sum
of $5,000 from the Class of 1965
Grant. They received $3,000 with
the provision that they could apply
for a second grant if the project
took off.
With this allocation, Dyer and
Shaw approached Jake Hartmann,
interested in acquiring used
audio recording equipment from
Hartmann’s father, who works in
the music industry. Having purchased this equipment, they set
up their studio in the Conservatory
basement next to WLFM headquarters. Hartmann confirmed, “We
had pretty much everything we
needed: a room, Pro Tools and a
microphone.”
While Shaw studied abroad
in winter and spring of 2010,
Hartmann and Dyer combined their
recording experience — Hartmann
having worked with sound equipment and Dyer having studied how
to master tracks in high school —
and began recording student art-

ists. Though the university offers
its own recording service with a
discounted student-rate, students
must nevertheless pay.
“The thing that separates us is
that we record only original music
by conservatory and non-conservatory students, free of charge, for
their own personal pursuits, not as
a part of their formal education,”
highlighted Shaw. “[We focus on]
getting the word out, and helping
people collaborate and find others
in order to foster more creativity
in music.”
“Right now we’re in the grassroots recruitment phase of getting
people excited [...] to record, and
not just be the artist recording
but be the engineer behind it,”
explained Hartmann. “We want artists to mingle with each other; we
just want to get the music out
there and we want a place for students to learn.”
Working
alongside
Curt
Lauderdale and Amy Uecke, Shaw
is currently instituting organizational structures for SOL Studios,

and he hopes “the project ideally
will continue itself.”
As Shaw and Hartmann are
both seniors, they are looking to
pass the project on to younger
students. Shaw remarked, “We’re
focusing on freshmen, who can
own this project [...] and give it the
passion that it needs to survive
and grow into something more
stable.”
He emphasized, “There’s a lot
of funding, a lot of opportunity
and a lot of growth potential. We
just need people to be interested.”
Five years from now, Shaw mused,
“I’d like to see it as a student job
as well.”
“I want to hear some artists
come out in the industry, and
have [his or her] underground EP
recorded in our studio,” Hartmann
remarked.
SOL, which stands for
“Students of Lawrence,” captures
the drive behind this project; it is
an open invitation to the student
body to perform, record and listen
to the work of our talented peers.
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Afro-Caribbean Club plans for a new year
Tammy Tran
Staff Writer

In 2008, Jasmine PetersMcClashie ‘11 and Kwest-Ann
Samuels ‘11 aspired to make
Lawrence University a more cultured and diverse community.
Together, they had the idea of
forming the Afro-Caribbean club —
an avenue for students of African
and Caribbean descent to preserve
and share their cultural identity
and heritage.
Commonly known as ACC, the
Afro-Caribbean Club began with
20 members when it started in
spring 2008.
“Our first event was called
‘Through our Eyes,’” stated PetersMcClashie, the current president

of ACC. “We talked about the
countries we were from and our
perspectives of them in spite of
the stereotypes and ideas that
many people have of African and
Caribbean countries. We invited
staff, faculty and students and it
was really helpful as an introduction of ACC to campus.”
Today, the Afro-Caribbean
club consists of over 40 members.
These members are from countries including Nigeria, Ethiopia,
Jamaica, Ghana, Liberia, Haiti and
more. Some are also from America,
with an interest in Afro-Caribbean
culture or with parents of AfroCaribbean decent. Needless to say,
a large amount of diversity is evident in ACC — and that’s exactly
what the club strives to share with

the Lawrence community.
“ACC is open to everybody,
not just African-Caribbean students. Students should experience
being in the club as a vehicle to
understanding people of different
African descent,” stated PetersMcClashie. “We try to provide
programming that emphasizes
the differences in Afro-Caribbean
countries and showcases different things about our culture that
we think make where we’re from
interesting.”
Programming by ACC has
included campus parties exclusively featuring Reggae, Soca,
Dancehall and Calypso music,
karaoke events and active fundraising for Haiti.
“It seems like after that hys-

Miss Havisham haunts Ormsby attic

Residents debate existence of supernatural being
Chelsea Johnson
For The Lawrentian

Living in close quarters with
100 other students introduces you
to all sorts of neighbors like the
loud ones, the mysterious ones or
the ones with the futon and television. But for Ormsby Hall residents, some neighbors are more
than just annoying; some are not
from this realm.
Miss Havisham, as past residents have named her, is the ghost
who haunts Ormsby. She shares
the attic — an area locked to
students — with Facility Services
storage. She has been around long
enough to even have earned a
place on the hall directory.
Most believe her to be female,
perhaps the spirit of an old house
mother or the precursor to current
residence hall directors. Her name
comes from Charles Dickens’
“Great Expectations,” in which her
namesake is an old woman who
got stood up on her wedding day
and still wears her wedding dress
— though it is unknown if a similar fate drove Miss Havisham to
haunt Ormsby.
Stories surrounding the
Ormsby ghost have been around
almost as long as the building
itself. The first mention, and possibly the origin of this supernatural
story, comes from the February
1899 issue of The Lawrentian, 10
years after construction on the
residence hall was completed.
At approximately midnight
on Feb. 4, the female residents

of Ormsby heard noises, though
reports conflicted as to their
description. Some heard a deep
groan; others claimed someone
was walking up stairs, while
still others heard a dog barking.
Alarmed, the residents armed
themselves with hairpins and fruit
knives and “went out to conquer
or die.” Though their bravery was
admirable, it was for naught, as
they never found the specter.
Miss Havisham was not scared
away by the residents, for ever
since making her presence known
in 1899, Miss Havisham has not
stopped haunting Ormsby. Though
there have been no written reports
of the ghost since the 1899 article,
verbal reports have continued to
filter around Ormsby and campus.
“I have had students on the
third floor tell me all the time they
hear noises above them,” Ormsby
Hall Director Rose Wasielewski
said. “Someone walking slowly or a
voice. And I’ll be honest — during
spring break when no one was in
the building, I have heard noises.”
Third floor resident Angel
Philipello agreed: “Some nights
when it’s quiet, I hear lots of
creepy noises and creaking coming
from the attic.”
Though many report noises, no
one has seen any apparitions wandering the halls in recent memory.
“If there actually is a ghost
chilling in Ormsby, she hasn’t
made a physical appearance
that I’ve heard about or seen,”
Wasielewski said.
While some hear Miss
Havisham in the attic regularly,

others living on the third floor
have not had any trouble from the
ghost.
“I have not heard or seen anything,” said third floor resident
Sadie Lancrete. “Personally, I don’t
believe in ghosts, but if anywhere
was to be haunted, it would be
Ormsby.”
While some swear Miss
Havisham exists, others believe
there are earthly explanations for
the phantom noises.
“Ormsby’s no spring chicken,”
Wasielewski said. “She’s bound to
groan a bit as she settles with all
those wood floors contracting and
expanding with the weather.”
Others, however, are not so
quick to explain away the noises.
“Sure, some of the creaking
must be because Ormsby is so
old,” Philipello said. “But some of
it has to be the ghost.”
It’s a debate that is bound to
continue, as it is difficult even
for those who have lived here for
years to decide.
“I don’t know if I believe in
Miss Havisham, but I’m not going
to discount the possibility either,”
Wasielewski said.
Interested in deciding for yourself if Miss Havisham is real or just
folklore? Check out Lawrence’s
Haunted Tours, given around
Halloween by the Lawrence staff
archivist. Tours include Ormsby
and other allegedly haunted
locations on campus, including
Stansbury Theatre and Memorial
Chapel.
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teria died down and the media
stopped talking about it, everybody stopped paying attention
to the fact that people in Haiti
were still suffering,” noted PetersMcClashie. “ACC continues to raise
money for a charity called Hope
For Haiti.” Last week, an ACC bake
sale raised $400 for Haiti.
Future events from the AfroCaribbean Club will include collaboration with the Diversity Center
for Black History Month as well
as the first dance of Winter Term
Feb. 25. The dance will be called
“Tropical Temptations,” and all
members of the Lawrence community are welcome.
Additionally, Tropical Productions Company will be coming
to ACC’s Pan Afro-Caribbean Fest

with some lessons on African
drumming Friday, Jan. 28 from 6
to 8 p.m. in Esch Studio. All are
welcome!
Meetings of the Afro Caribbean
Club are every Tuesday in the WCC
Kraemer room.
When asked what she wishes more Lawrentians knew about
ACC, Peters-McClashie said,
“Knowing that culturally there is a
difference. Just like people will differentiate between Germans and
Russians and people from Asia,
they also need to understand that
within people of African descent,
there are differences. ACC is all
about familiarity and finding a
place at Lawrence where people
share the same culture, experiences and ideology as you.”

From our kitchen to yours
Anneliese Abney
Chef

Winter Kale
and Mushroom
Quiche
I’ve decided it’s time to take
a little break from soup-fest
2011 to bring you this ode to
quiche. I’ve been eating a ton
of local, farm-raised eggs this
year and have fallen in love
again with any number of egg-y
dishes, but foremost among
them has got to be quiche. It
is so hearty, warm, and delicious — the perfect meal in a
pie pan. And the best part? It’ll
warm your home as you bake it
— ideal in this cold winter season. I’ve taken inspiration from
a number of friends and family
members in putting together
this specific version of quiche
and I hope you enjoy it as
well. Maybe you, too, can come
to associate loving friendships
with this somewhat snootysounding French dish. Plus it’ll
sound so impressive when you
offer it to your guests — “Care
for a slice of quiche?”

Mix together flour and salt
in a bowl, cut in the butter and
mix with a fork until the butter
is incorporated and the dough
is crumbly.
Slowly add in the water
until the mixture becomes a
dry dough.
Evenly distribute the dough
onto the bottom and sides of a
deep, 9 to 10 inch pie pan.
Heat a little oil in a pan and
sauté the garlic until it becomes
aromatic and slightly golden.
Add the mushrooms and
kale and sauté briefly until the
mushrooms are slightly cooked
and the kale a little wilted.
Remove from heat.
Whisk together eggs, milk,
yogurt, flour, salt and spices in
a separate bowl.
Slowly add vegetables and
egg mixture to your pie pan and
arrange the fillings as needed.
Bake the quiche 40 to 50
minutes.
The top should be slightly
browned and the center needs
to set before the quiche can be
removed from the oven.
Allow it to cool slightly
before you slice and serve.
Serves 6-8.
Guten Appetit!

What you need:
For a 10-inch crust—
half a stick cold butter, cut into
small pieces
1 1/2 cups whole-wheat flour
a pinch of salt
3 Tbsp. cold water
For the filling —
1 cup shredded kale (approx.
1 bunch)
1/2 cup mushrooms, sliced
2 cloves garlic, diced
about 1/2 cup grated Gruyere
cheese
4 large eggs
1 1/2 cups milk and/or yogurt
(I’d recommend mixing 1 cup
of 2 percent milk with 1/2 cup
plain yogurt)
Additional ingredients —
1 Tbsp. flour
salt, pepper, paprika and a little
rosemary to taste
What to do:
Preheat the oven to 350
degrees Fahrenheit.

Photo by Tara Atkinson
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Lawrence traditions
Two Lawrence traditions, Trivia Weekend and Winter Carnival, will occur within the
next two weeks. The former needs little introduction among readers of The Lawrentian
and the latter will be remembered by many alumni and faculty. Winter Carnival was first
held in 1933 and included activities such as ice carving and sledding — activities that
will again take place this year.
We appreciate the efforts of the administration to bring Winter Carnival back to
campus. Continuity through classes of students is difficult to maintain, yet renewing
traditions can connect the experiences of current students with students of the past. It
also serves to bolster the cohesiveness of our community.
Just as with other institutions, Lawrence has lost some of its traditions over the
years. Yet in our university’s setting of close proximity and daily interactions with the
same 1,500 people, traditions tend to form themselves. Ideally, student activities would
carry on through the decades as Lawrentians continued to find them engaging.
However, many factors can separate the intents of one class year from another. When
gaps in the collective memory of students appear, the administration, faculty and staff
have the opportunity to explain what was once time-honored. Today’s students may or
may not take to the activities as their predecessors did; nevertheless we encourage those
members of the Lawrence community whose presence here is less liminal to remind us
of our past.
We hope that students try some of the events this winter and spring and evaluate
whether they fit into the Lawrence of today. We may just find that old traditions can be
even more exciting than new ones.

Knowing it all: Responsibility
Alan Duff
Staff Writer

PHOTO
POLL

When I was around the age of
10, I remember the presence of a
grand cookie jar in the kitchen. It
rested atop the highest shelf and
it never seemed to lack delicious
cookies. For this reason, my parents forbid me from taking a bite
from a single cookie without their
permission — they obviously wanted the cookies all for themselves.
So one day, when my parents were watching television, I
moved a chair over to the shelf and
snatched as many cookies as my
tiny hands could hold and started
eating them. My parents found
me by following the crumbs. I was
grounded and forced to go without
cookies for a long time after.
I objected, yelling, “If you
hadn’t wanted me to have any
cookies you shouldn’t have bought
them!” I felt ever so clever until
they grounded me. I didn’t own the
cookies and I could have waited
to have one for dessert. I believe
there is a concept of responsibility, though not entirely the
same, linking the cookie story and
the actions of the organization

WikiLeaks in exposing confidential
government information.
The basic question is this: Who
is the responsible party? If the
story of a child taking cookies
from a jar were a perfect analogy
to WikilLeaks’ actions, it would be
much easier to come to a concise
answer. Imagining that WikiLeaks
is a group of children who are
sneaking around snatching the
delicious secrets of countries
around the world and allowing
everyone to take a bite is slightly
ridiculous, but probably not far
off from some countries’ opinions
of WikiLeaks — for example, the
United States’.
This organization and the U.S.
government see the issue in a different light. Since June 2010, the
Obama administration has been
cracking down on leaks and authorizing more thorough investigations in order to find the sources
of leaks coming form inside intelligence agencies.
It is the original sources of
these leaks — government officials who are giving away classified
information — that are the targets
for the intelligence probes.
While the United States tried
to secure the identities of those
responsible, WikiLeaks shows that

it believes in anonymity for all its
sources by stating, “As far as we
can ascertain, WikiLeaks has never
revealed any of its sources.”
WikiLeaks has even tried to
ensure that some of the information it has leaked has remained
anonymous. By keeping many of
its leaders anonymous, it appears
that the organization believes
in transparency in all situations
except for the case of revealing its
own administration.
To date, it seems that if leaked
information is given to WikiLeaks,
it will most likely be released in
the following months. Therefore,
WikiLeaks is merely a tool that
is willing to release information,
provided it is factual and accurate.
True responsibility lies with
the individuals who decide to give
information to WikiLeaks. These
are the same individuals who, in
countries like the United States,
can be punished with jail time if
caught.
The ones who are the responsible parties for the leaks are not
large organizations; they are regular people like U.S. Army soldier Bradley Manning or Daniel
Ellsberg — the man who released
the Pentagon Papers in 1971. They
are the people who take these
confidential cookies and decide to
share them with the world.

Photo poll by
Minh Nguyen

What is the
best story
you have
heard over
weekend
brunch?
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Participation and process
Steve Nordin
Staff Writer

Editor’s note: Steven Nordin is chairperson of the Polling, Elections and
Leadership Committee of LUCC.
The views expressed here are his
own, not those of LUCC or its other
representatives.
Last week, my colleagues
and friends on the staff of The
Lawrentian took issue with the
publicity of the LUCC Executive
Election and the manner in which
it was run.
While the staff editorial was
well written, I believe that Evan
Williams’s article addressed the
issue more completely. In his article, Williams took issue with the
perspective that LUCC is a “club
for aspiring politicians to practice
the art of legislation and manipulation.”
While my inner Machiavelli
would like LUCC even more if this
were the case, my personal experience suggests that motions to
approve Sinister Plot IV.a.2 are
rather sparse.
Williams’s interpretation of
LUCC as a group of dedicated and
motivated people often resigned
to dotting every “i” and crossing
every “t” within the organization’s
constitution is an astute observation. The elections reflect this. I
was in charge of the elections —
for representatives in the fall and
for executives this term.
The elections began with both
the cabinet and the executives hoping for the greatest voter turnout
ever and ongoing student interest
throughout the year. I, as the official responsible, will accept fully
the charge that the election results
did not reach these goals.
Was the election contested?
No. Was there high voter turnout?
No. Was it representative of the
collective opinion of Lawrence students and faculty? No.
The natural follow-up question
is “Why?”
The view in the staff editorial
as well as that of many students
and faculty is that the officials
of LUCC are responsible. While I
acknowledge that I may have slight
personal bias, I respectfully disagree with this view and provide
an alternative. Consider the following facts:
In the Fall General Election,
applications were available for an
extended period of time and their
presence extensively advertised.
Despite this, I had to personally
track down colleagues after the
deadline had passed to find candidates for unfilled representative
positions.

Applications for President and
Vice-President were available during the final weeks of Fall Term
and were due Jan. 9. Of these,
approximately 16 were taken and
two were returned. This resulted
in an uncontested election. I don’t
think this affected the quality of
candidates, as J.R. Vanko and Carl
Byers are both very competent
members of LUCC and I expect
they will accomplish quite a bit in
their term.
Unfortunately, the futility of
voting for a candidate running
uncontested was cited by voters
as a reason to not to participate at
all. Though I used catchy government-major phrases like “democratic mandate” and “obligation
to the process,” many students
laughed and returned a blank ballot. Honestly, I can’t blame them.
As we have seen from Andrew
Hintzman’s controversial and wellwritten articles about refusing to
vote in U.S. elections, it is very
difficult for an outside party to
motivate someone to participate.
The voter has to personally want
to vote.
Now the lovely word every
angry go-getter levels at his or
her peers emerges: apathy. I will
indulge in using it too.
I am not saying that we
Lawrentians are a listless, uncaring bunch. You only need to look
at the comments section of this
newspaper’s website to see that
we’re pretty passionate about certain things, if not always the most
eloquent.
However, this passion tends to
be ex post facto. It’s easier to write
an angry article or complain about
something that has set back your
particular pet project than to run
for an LUCC post or to get involved
in a broader campus dialogue. I’m
guilty of this too. As my editor
can attest, the first version of this
article could be described as nothing less than a vitriolic rant for
perceived personal slights rather
than constructive criticism.
Every year, every active member of every organization criticizes
apathy. Guess what? We are all
members of and the ones responsible for the greater Lawrence community.
If you want the “Lawrence
Bubble” of inaction and isolation
to pop, so to speak, it has to start
with you getting involved with
groups like LUCC, not just your
personal projects.
While some professors believe
LUCC was initially designed to
prevent angry Lawrentians from
storming academic buildings and
unappreciatively consuming the

See Participation on page 7

“I always hear things after the
impact was gone.”
—Sam Smith

“We had wings that day. What did
we talk about? Oh, football guys.”
— Jelissa Thomas

“There was that kid who walked to
Green Bay...”
—Kelsey Wolfe & Kritina Riemer
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Benefits for the benevolent

Magdalena Waz
Columnist

In a strange turn of events,
WLFM received a book instead
of a CD in the mail. Whomever
was opening packages that day
dutifully marked down the date
we received it and set it out in
our common area for anyone to
peruse. Even though it is technically against our rules, I borrowed
the book.
A travel memoir by a man
named Conor Grennan, “Little
Princes” provides an engrossing
account of Grennan’s time spent
volunteering in Nepal — first at
one children’s home and a year
later starting his own organization
for trafficked children.
What struck me most about
the book, though, were the first 30
pages, in which Grennan exposes
his true motivations for wanting
to volunteer. He had wanted to
travel around the world, spending
his savings before starting a new
job and settling down. The bargain
he made — one that would make
him look less selfish to others —
was that he would volunteer for
three months and have the other
nine to himself.
Unfortunately, there’s no good
way to say this without sounding like an awful person. I spent
some time shaking my head at
the page, wondering how Grennan
could, after having spent so much
time with children who lived in

Participation

continued from page 6

administration’s brandy and
cigars, it has over the years
gained the ability to convey the
weight of student opinion.
For too long this powerful
ability has been ignored.
LUCC is deeply involved with
our collective experience here
at Lawrence. If you take issue
with the housing lottery, how the
smoking ban is set and enforced,
how much funding your group

an orphanage, later put up with
his annoying friend Charlie who
simply wanted to get drunk and
meet women. I couldn’t help but
feel that some of these same
thoughts were making their way
into the narrative unannounced,
veiled thinly by a glossed-over
narrative of nine months spent
backpacking.
Of course, if the three months
of volunteering had been the end
of Grennan’s stay in Nepal, he
wouldn’t have had much of a
book. He returned to that same
children’s home only to find that
child trafficking had not stopped
and that he had come face to face
with newly displaced children. I
had to ask myself whether or not
I would have returned — or even
volunteered in the first place —
and the answer is probably no to
both questions.
Last week, I wrote about how
selfish we are because we refuse
to read the writing our peers and
contemporaries prepare for us
and because we do favors for
people when expecting things in
return. As far as I can tell, Conor
Grennan received nothing for
spending years in Nepal trying to
reunite children with their families. His work is satisfying to him.
People who read his story will
remember it even if they forget
his name.
But as a tale meant to inspire
us to give years of our lives to
something we believe in, “Little
Princes” hopes to draw that connection between selfless actions
and good personal outcomes.
Because Grennan’s organization
received attention from newspapers in the United States, the
woman who would later become
his wife contacted him. We are
taught that good things happen to
good people, which is, of course,
one of the reasons we should go
out to change the world.
It is at times a conflicting message; we should do good but try to
find the good in it for ourselves.
All in all, that’s not such a bad
way to live.
receives or how the VR is run,
LUCC is the venue for discussion,
not a table at the Grill. I hope
that President Vanko and VicePresident Byers have a successful
term. If you have issues with certain aspects of student life here
at Lawrence, talk to them or your
LUCC representatives.
Individualized learning does
not mean living in a vacuum.
It means personal responsibility
for your environment. It’s time
we all start taking that responsibility.

Letter to the Editor
LUCC appreciates the
concerns addressed by the
Lawrentian staff this past
week. We concur with the
staff editorial’s message
concerning effective student
government: “student government cannot be representative of the students unless it
seeks to engage with them.”
The purpose of LUCC is to
serve student needs and we
attempt to provide as many
opportunities to engage with
students as possible.
A few examples of the
ways we offer the ability for
students to interact with us
are General Council meetings — which are open to
all members of the Lawrence
community — and student
appointments to committees as well as offering office

Anita Babbitt
Staff Writer

On Dec. 24, 2009, a young
man tried to blow up a plane flying from Amsterdam to Detroit.
According to the Los Angeles
Times, he had smuggled in a sort
of incendiary device by taping it
to his leg, and during the flight he
tried to ignite it. Luckily, other passengers overpowered the man and
the plane landed safely. This incident hastened the TSA’s decision
to install full-body scanners to
stop people from hiding harmful
materials underneath their clothes
and to detect objects that metal
detectors cannot — such as plastic
explosives.
The Transportation Security
Administration reports that 78 airports in the United States have
added the new scanners, also
known as body-imaging X-ray
machines. These devices allow airport security to see underneath
your clothing. To ensure the
privacy of individuals, faces are
blanked out and the monitors are
not allowed to take pictures of
people unless they pose a threat.
The three main arguments
against the TSA scanners are that
they are violating our privacy; they
are giving out a small dose of
radiation; and if one refuses to go
through, he or she must submit to
a very thorough pat down or be

kicked out of the airport.
It is understandable that people are protesting against being
seen without clothing. Knowing
a complete stranger is looking at
your naked body is unsettling. But
by blanking-out faces and prohibiting photography, the TSA seems to
be taking steps to ensure that no
one feels violated by this machine
and to assure people that this process will help prevent terrorism.
If no one is seeing my face, I
don’t think it is such a big deal
since they cannot personalize the
body they are scanning. The people monitoring the scanner are
sitting away from you in a room by
themselves so they cannot connect
a face to the body. Also, the people
put in charge of the monitoring are
professionals and are probably not
interested in exploiting the privacy
of others.
Body-imaging X-ray machines
do release a dose of radiation, but
the dose is so small, according to
the Food and Drug Administration,
that a person would have to walk
through the scan 1,000 times in a
year to get the maximum allowable
dose for the public. I do not think
anyone is going to go to the airport over 1,000 times in one year.
Besides, riding in an aircraft exposes you to more radiation than this
machine does.
If you refuse to go through
these scanners, airport security
will ask you to step aside so they

“How my friend fell down the
stairs and how we picked him up. “
—Bile Ali

—Sid Dayal

—Amelia Stout

hours which are published
on the LUCC website for individuals to interact one-on-one
with members of the cabinet.
Students can also interact with LUCC by running
for positions on the council, including the executive
elections, the general election
and any special election for
vacancies on the council. If
students want to be involved
directly in LUCC or offer any
sort of community concern,
we encourage them to contact
us because we are charged to
serve the needs of students
and genuinely want to help.
We recognize that an
uncontested election was not
desirable and it came as a
huge surprise given that 16
applications were taken from
our office. Despite only two

TSA scanners not a big deal

“I passed out, sledded on a garbage bag, woke up with five other
people in Ranga’s room. I learned
about the whole thing through
photos over brunch. True story .”

“I heard about a bunch of people
streaking across campus.”
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“Taj waking up to a room full of
paint the morning after the paint
party. Walls, sheets, pillows, everything.”
—Francesca Romero–Siekman

applications being returned,
we have full confidence in
Johnathan R. Vanko and Carl
Byers succeeding us in office.
Applications for the future
cabinet are available at residence hall desks as well as
outside the LUCC office. They
are due Tuesday at 11:59 p.m.
This is a great way for students to take an active role
in the Lawrence community
through engagement with
LUCC.
—Andrew King ‘11,
LUCC President
—Ellie Crean ‘11,
LUCC Vice President

can give you a pat down. This
pat down includes touching private areas, says U.S. News & World
Report. This seems very invasive, but if you are refusing to
go through the TSA scanner, they
have to take precautions and make
sure that you are not hiding something underneath your clothes. It
may seem like either way security
is violating passenger privacy, but
this is what happens when terrorism hits our airports.
My mother has gone through
the machine a few times at the
O’Hare airport, and says it is very
simple. They ask you to stand with
your feet apart and put your hands
on your head like reindeer antlers.
After a few seconds it is over. I
would much rather go through this
than be touched in private places
by a random person.
I know many people wonder
how far the government will go to
violate our rights in order to insure
our safety, but there is a reason for
this madness. They are trying to do
everything they can to stop acts of
terrorism, and isn’t that what all of
us have been asking them to do?
My brother was on the same
exact Amsterdam to Detroit flight
the day before the attempted terrorist attack happened. If he were
on that plane and the man had
been successful, I would have been
devastated. It eases me to know
that the government is doing all
it can to keep us safe and prevent
our loved ones from getting hurt.

The opinions expressed in
this section are those of
the students, faculty and
community members who
wrote them. All facts are
as provided by the authors.
The Lawrentian does not
endorse any opinions piece
except for the staff editorial, which represents a
majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit
their own opinions using
the parameters outlined in
the masthead.
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Smith Westerns save rock and roll with “Dye it Blonde”
Peter Boyle
Staff Writer

Photo courtesy of Fat Possum Records

Rock and roll is at its essence
an expression of simple emotion.
Joy and frustration have both
served many budding songwriters well, particularly when underscored with a vague sexuality. Joy
and frustration have provided the
soundtrack for many a juvenile
pariah’s game of “she-loves-menot” over the past 50 years.
However, sometimes these

same juveniles start soundtracking
their own heartbreak. Tony Moon
once scrawled “This is a chord /
This is another / This is a third
/ Now form a band,” and many
fine young men and women with a
bone to pick or a love to proclaim
have picked up guitars and laid
down the law.
The most sublime rock music
tends to wear such feelings on
its sleeve, because the result is at
once strikingly real and universally
applicable, like “(I Can’t Get No)
Satisfaction” or “I Want to Hold
Your Hand.”
Unfortunately, the songwriting emerging from a teenager’s
amp tends to lack refinement, or
even listenability. Not so with the
Chicago group Smith Westerns,
whose second record “Dye It
Blonde” was released last week.
The band comprises four
young rockers, none older than 20,
an impressive statistic for a band
of their caliber. Quoting the seminal “Nuggets” collection of 1960s
rock and the glam of Bowie and

Bolan, the group’s self-titled first
record evidenced a mastery of rock
writing underneath several layers
of distortion and tape hiss.
The skuzzy lo-fi sound wasn’t
the lynchpin of the record, though.
Many crews barely manage to make
their music interesting by burying
the songs in fuzz and noise, but
Smith Westerns can excel simply
with songcraft.
The boys left their distortion
pedals at home when they opened
for Belle and Sebastian in Oct.
2010, and left a laudably intricate,
though noticeably meek impression, proving their underlying
sound was as a pseudo-Invasionera guitar group.
“Dye It Blonde” follows up on
that performance’s promise of
greatness and of escape from the
fuzz, aiming squarely at a glamrock sound so out of fashion that
some have been sticking the record
with the fashionable “dream-pop”
tag.
The guitars have cleaned up,
for the most part; the vocals are

breathy and intelligible; there’s
plenty of piano, most transparently on “End of the Night.” Lead
single “Weekend” heads off the
record with saturated guitar licks
and honest-to-God “na-na-nas,”
and by the time “Dance Away”
changes style for the third time
from Strokes-style hop to hairmetal riffage to disco shuffle, the
record seems like an undergraduate thesis in pop-rock.
It’s all very innocent at first
glance — young lads rejecting
more decadent forms of modern
rock to play something of which
their parents might approve, or to
which the members may have been
conceived. The lyrics surprisingly
cement that impression and stay
closer to the realm of handholding,
with platitudes like “Weekends are
never fun / Unless you’re around
here too” and “We’ll dance the
night away.”
“Imagine Pt. 3” has a little
“touch… too much,” but also a
plea: “Love and lust / How come
that is such a must,” ensuring that

even when things start getting sexy
they’re rooted in a virginal doubt.
Many critics have made issue
of Smith Westerns as a puerile
group shooting too high, leaving
the garage with a certain naivety
— “Dye the World” instead of “die,
the world!” Yet it’s precisely this
sort of optimism that most rock
groups have abandoned, either for
more experimental shores or for
a cool skinny-tie sort of cynicism.
Pop radio is full of angry men
and cooing starlets, and that’s why
it’s important that some young
blood decided to try and answer
Marc Bolan’s question: “Whatever
happened to the teenage dream?”
It waited to resurface, it seems,
until 2011. Smith Westerns seek a
Lennon-esque universality and an
unfortunately anachronistic happiness, and they get damn close on
this record. Maybe someday they’ll
even be — dare I say — rock stars.

Artist Spotlight: Nate Peterson
Andrew LaCombe
Staff Writer

Nate Peterson has been
involved in several theater productions throughout his life, but
one role was particularly memorable. When he was a sophomore at Lawrence, Peterson
played the role of Michal in
“The Pillowman.” Michal gruesomely murders several children throughout the play, so
the role added a new challenge
for Peterson.
“I learned a lot from that
show about the kind of work
you can do in preparing for
a role,” he recalled. “It just
required a different level of
focus and a different kind of
preparation than what I had
done before. It’s probably the
only time I am going to play a
character that kills little kids, so
it really stands out in my mind.”
Peterson, a senior pursuing
degrees in English and theater
arts, is currently involved in
two productions on campus.
He is playing the lead role of
Callimaco in “The Mandrake,”
which is the theater depart-
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ment’s Winter Term production.
Peterson is also playing George
in a staged reading of Arthur
Miller’s “All My Sons.”
“The Mandrake” is a satirical play by Italian Renaissance
writer Niccolò Machiavelli.
The play is loaded with sexual
humor, as we find Callimaco
traveling to Italy to try to trick
a woman’s husband into letting
him sleep with her.
Conversely, “All My Sons”
takes place shortly after World
War II and criticizes the possibility of the American dream.
In these two shows, Peterson
noted that he relates with the
audience in contrasting ways.
“As an actor in ‘The
Mandrake,’ I’m making choices
with the aim to entertain my
audience, while my choices in
‘All My Sons’ are focused on
creating a realistic, poignant
character,” he said.
Peterson feels that dramas
like “All My Sons” are much
more realistic than comedies,
so the character development is
very different.
“For ‘All My Sons,’ even
though it’s a staged reading,
it’s a lot less of developing

physicality,” he noted. “It’s a lot
more of developing the character internally — thinking more
about what a character is thinking in a given scene.”
Despite the drastic differences between comedies and
dramas, Peterson doesn’t prefer
one to the other.
“Comedy is a lot more physical, so it kind of gives you
a chance to develop a largerthan-life physicality with your
character, which is a lot of
fun,” he said. “It’s fun working
with a script like this because
you don’t have to worry about
offending anyone because it’s
all over the top.”
Peterson’s first appearance
on stage came in a play that was
directed by his older sister. The
script came with her American
Girl doll. He was eight years old
at the time, but after that performance, Peterson was hooked on
acting. He was involved in many
productions in his hometown
of St. Louis Park, Minnesota,
and has appeared in several
shows at Lawrence, including
“Into The Woods” last fall.
As for the future, Peterson
is considering many possibili-

Photo by Oren Jakobson

ties. Right now he is contemplating graduate school or an
internship in the field of arts
management, but he plans to
take a break from acting to figure out if he wants to continue
doing theater in future.
Although Peterson is a little biased because he has been
through the audition process
several times, he wanted to
encourage more Lawrentians to
try out for the theater department’s shows.

“I understand that it is
intimidating, but it really is
a worthwhile experience,”
Peterson said. “And if you
don’t want to be involved in an
entire production, sign up for a
24-hour play festival — which
happen once a term — because
those are informal and it’s not
hard to memorize your lines.”
“The Mandrake” runs March
3-5 in Cloak Theatre, and “All
My Sons” will be performed
March 8.
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LSO triumphs over Packers game Iris Out: “Black Swan”
Justin Jones
Staff Writer

Though students at a small
liberal arts college may not seem
to be the likeliest of football fans,
when it comes to the Green Bay
Packers, Lawrentians are serious.
Within hours of the announcement that the Packers would be
playing the Bears for a chance at
the Super Bowl, Professor of Music
and Director of Orchestral Studies
David Becker had already received
“numerous emails from students
[and] faculty” regarding the LSO
concert that was then scheduled to
begin at 3 p.m., right in the middle
of the game.
Realizing that the game would
most likely diminish the concert’s
attendance, Becker decided to
reschedule the program for 12:30
p.m. “I’m a bit more realistic than
strictly arty,” he confided.
Yet little sense of realism prevailed in the orchestra’s delightfully dreamy concert on Sunday
afternoon.
Things began with a wellrestrained performance of the
overture from Rossini’s “La
Cenerentola.” The orchestra’s
playful rendition of the wellknown piece served as an excellent
introduction and a contrast to the
rather heavy numbers to follow.

The LSO clearly understood
the comic intent of the piece,
never failing to accent Rossini’s
musical punch lines. Furthermore,
the overture’s impish undertones
served to foreshadow the somewhat mischievous music to come.
Poulenc’s “Concerto for Two
Pianos,” which followed, was consistently surprising. Featuring pianists Dario LaPoma and Hazim
Suhadi, the piece was full of a
spritely ambiguity, at once playful
and haunting.
Though the orchestra seemed
timid during the first movement
— which made some of the abrupt
changes in mood sound like stuttering — they sounded right at
home in the lush ambivalence of
the second movement, blending
beautifully with the soloists in
Poulenc’s wistful dream.
The concert continued with
a presentation by Associate
Professor of Music and Teacher
of French Horn James DeCorsey.
An expert on British composers, it
was DeCorsey who suggested that
the orchestra perform the afternoon’s final piece, Ralph Vaughan
Williams’ “A London Symphony.”
DeCorsey’s commentary, especially the historical context he
provided, was light-hearted and
informative, with a number of
humorous allusions to the football
game to take place that afternoon.

DeCorsey explained that geographic limitations had long been placed
on the music of Vaughan Williams,
who is traditionally considered a
quintessentially English composer.
However, the LSO largely succeeded in transcending any aesthetic or geographical boundaries.
In fact, the piece seemed almost
the most familiar of the three;
this makes sense considering the
huge number of film composers that have borrowed from the
sprawling, evocative melodies of
“A London Symphony.”
The orchestra also seemed
rather conscious of the piece’s
roots in English folk music, often
understating sections in order to
suggest the music’s more simplistic foundation.
As a whole, the concert was
not only the most inspired pregame show I’ve ever witnessed, it
was also an excellent opportunity
for everyone involved to perform
a variety of essential orchestral
repertoire, which “is a major part
of the LSO curriculum” according
to Becker.
And though Becker didn’t
choose to have his musicians wear
Packers shirts or to sell brats at the
concert as some had suggested, he
certainly conducted his players
with a playful, spirited grace, giving the afternoon’s music all the
verve it rightfully deserved.

Joe Lovano updates “Bird” standards
Sam Lewin
Staff Writer

As a result of the rich jazz
tradition, contemporary jazz musicians routinely play 80-year-old
standard jazz tunes on gigs and
even on their latest albums. The
jazz community is so adamant
about honoring this tradition that
many new jazz releases are actually remastered classic jazz albums.
While it is often nice to listen
to familiar melodies, 80-year-old
songs get pretty boring, especially
if they’re consistently played the
same way.
With this in mind, I was a
bit skeptical when I heard that
Joe Lovano, one of contemporary
jazz’s most acclaimed saxophone
players, had released an album of
Charlie “Yardbird” Parker tunes
titled “Bird Songs.” Bebop legend Charlie Parker died in 1955,

and while I love Parker’s saxophone playing and compositions, I
thought I would have preferred to
hear original Lovano compositions.
However, actually listening
to “Bird Songs” quickly put my
fears at ease — with “Bird Songs,”
Lovano is even more concerned
with foreshadowing the future of
jazz than he is with honoring its
past.
“Bird Songs” is Lovano’s second
release with Us Five, a band which
features a younger generation of
jazz musicians: James Weidman on
piano, Esperanza Spalding on bass
and Otis Brown III and Francisco
Mela on drums.
Each of these well-known
musicians — some of whom are
established bandleaders in their
own right — interact with each
other and with some of Parker’s
most famed compositions. Under
Lovano’s leadership, they recon-

Photo courtesy of Blue Note Records

struct 1940s repertoire in arrangements that can be shocking.
The best example of this is
Lovano’s arrangement of the standard “Donna Lee.” Parker’s recording of “Donna Lee” epitomizes
up-tempo bebop, with its burning
eight-note based melody and virtuosic solos. Lovano’s ballad-like
version of “Donna Lee” is about a
quarter of the tempo of Parker’s.
Lovano doesn’t even play the
tune’s melody, though he hints at
it throughout.
Lovano repeats this technique
on one of my favorite Parker tunes,
“Moose the Mooche.” Parker’s version of the tune is fast and energetic, while Lovano’s is slow and
dirty.
The only problem with Lovano’s
slow arrangements of fast Parker
tunes is that after awhile they
begin to sound a bit repetitive and
contrived — as though Lovano was
fixated on sounding different.
Lovano and Us Five sound better when they play faster arrangements. One of my favorite tracks
on the album is the brisk “Ko Ko.”
Lovano plays “Ko Ko” in a trio setting with drummers Brown and
Mela — two of the most explosive
jazz drummers on the New York
scene.
Listening to either drummer
separately is an experience in itself,
but together Brown and Mela are
capable of unleashing sheer drum
madness. However, it’s remarkable
to hear how restrained they are
both on “Ko Ko” and throughout
“Bird Songs” as a whole; Brown
and Mela complement the other
musicians and rarely sound cluttered. But when they do erupt in
fits of volume and intensity, they
energize the entire band.
“Bird Songs” represents the best
in jazz tribute albums: Lovano’s
forward-looking approach to playing standard Charlie Parker repertoire is much more satisfying than
simple hero worship.

Tom Pilcher

Arts & Entertainment Editor

By now, you’ve no doubt heard
about Darren Aronofsky’s end-ofthe-year Oscar bait, the dark ballet
film “Black Swan.” The film has
already pliéd its way on to many
critics’ year-end lists, and though I
didn’t love the film, the attention is
certainly warranted.
Aronofsky has created his
niche with unflinchingly graphic
films that attempt to move beyond
the violent, gross-out film genre
that seems so popular today. “Black
Swan” certainly falls on the graphic
end, and Aronofsky remains firmly
within his element throughout this
psychological thriller that revolves
around pent-up sexual frustration,
character doubling, and blood.
Though “Black Swan” is not a film
I want to re-watch, the leads give
strong performances and the overall look of the film stands out,
careening between beauty and color-drained reality.
Natalie Portman plays Nina
Sayers, a ballerina in a New York
ballet company under the direction of the infamous Thomas
Leroy, played by French film star
Vincent Cassel. Nina lives with her
uptight mother Erica — quite literally uptight, because her hair
almost never comes out of her
face-stretching dancer bun — a
modern helicopter parent who
clearly wants the best for her little
ballerina, but never seems to realize that this means letting her go.
The title “Black Swan”
comes from the prized role in
Tchaikovsky’s “Swan Lake,” the
ballet company’s first show of the
season. In “Swan Lake,” an evil
magician controls two women who
become swans, one a pure white
swan and the other a black swan,
a sexually-charged evil alter ego of
sorts. One dancer plays the role,
and Nina eventually lands the part
despite Thomas’ initial hesitations.
He believes Nina can effortlessly
play the more pure White Swan,
but he recognizes her trouble with
the Black Swan’s sensuality.
Enter Lily, a hedonistic new
dancer to the company effortlessly played by Mila Kunis. As you
might have guessed from the previews, Lily doesn’t sit right with
Nina — and for unexplained reasons at first. However, we soon
see Lily — from Nina’s point of
view — as a threat to Nina’s part
in “Swan Lake,” as she becomes
Nina’s alternate for the lead role.
Lily turns up everywhere for Nina,
and these instances almost always
find accompaniment in jumpy
music and quick “shock” cuts.
The onslaught of these quick cuts
and foreboding music remains the
film’s biggest problem, and there is
almost no sense of normalcy at any
point in the film.
Nina, and consequently the
viewer, exist in a state of unresolved tension that only subsides when the credits roll. I soon
learned to anticipate the film’s
most gruesome moments — anything with fingers or toes — and
even the scenes designed for maximum shock value soon grew marginally less shocking. To quote a
friend who gave me advice before
I saw “Black Swan,” “If you think
something gross is about to happen, it probably will.” By painting Nina as a constant nervous
wreck, Aronofsky limits Portman’s
capabilities; though her perfor-

Photo courtesy of Fox Searchlight Pictures

mance is believable and sometimes
impressive, she seems to vacillate
between nervously carrying out
parts of her day and becoming a
sobbing, emotional mess at home
or rehearsal.
The cinematography also suffers from the same “Aronofsky”
problem: The beautiful parts, such
as the fluid dance sequences, are
undercut by the relentless, stalking handheld work and repetitive
tight shots that at times unnecessarily crank up the tension. As
The New Yorker’s film critic David
Denby rightly pointed out, “poor
Nina can’t go anywhere — not even
down a corridor — without the
camera stalking her.”
Aronofsky’s embrace of his artier side does have one notable benefit: the overall look of the film is
impressive throughout, even when
it slips into unnecessary gore. The
film essentially contains four main
colors, which work incredibly well
to tell the story: harsh black, bright
white, girlish light pink and a deep
blood red color. These colors infiltrate every part of the film to surprising effect, and no costume or
set piece is safe from this aesthetic
tyranny.
One of the brighter points in
the film is Mila Kunis’ surprising
turn as the sympathetic yet predatory Lily. Kunis inhabits the sensuality needed for the part, and her
matter-of-fact West coast character
matches her personality well. At
times, she seems to speak for the
viewer, namely when she tells Nina
to stop being so jumpy, uptight or
paranoid. As viewers, we experience these feelings frequently.
Similarly, Cassel’s no-nonsense
ballet instructor character Thomas
fits him well. The slim, impeccably
dressed Frenchman embodies the
harsh and occasionally inappropriate Thomas who is anything
but the fey, male ballet dancer
stereotype.
There’s certainly more to say
about “Black Swan,” namely in the
way of doubles within the film, but
this route reveals too much of the
film’s plot. For this reason, I appreciate the film; too often, I come
away from films without much to
say or talk about with others. For
all the pitfalls Aronofsky lands in
with the film, he does pose some
interesting questions about how
artists create a magnum opus and
the fleeting nature of beauty.
While not a perfect movie, or
even a movie I’d like to see again,
“Black Swan” has more going on
underneath than the quick-cut,
maximum shock trailers might
lead you to believe.
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Men’s hoops takes it to OT twice
Jared Padway
for The Lawrentian

The Lawrence men’s basketball
team split a couple of close conference games this weekend, defeating the Knox Prairie Fire 89-86 in
double overtime Friday night, then
losing to Grinnell College 112-103
in overtime Saturday.
Knox College (1-14, 0-10 MWC)
looked to improve their conference
record as they played the Vikings
to an even 26-26 first half.
In the second half, Knox
College led by as many as nine
points prior to a 15-2 Vikings run
which gave the Vikings a 61-57
lead with 5:48 left to play. The
final 4:48 saw six lead changes as
the teams continued to play each
other even.
At the end of regulation time
it was tied 74-74 after Knox guard
Tanner Carlson hit a three-pointer
to keep his side in the game.
The first period of overtime
passed as neither team could gain
an upper hand, but it wasn’t until
the second period that the Vikings
asserted their dominance over
their opponents.
The game was tied 86-86 in

the second overtime period when
senior forward Erik Borresen converted a powerful move to the
basket and was fouled for a threepoint play. This basket proved to
be pivotal as Knox was unable to
penetrate the Viking defense in
the final 1:31, resulting in an 89-86
Viking victory.
Over the course of the game
Tyler Crisman, proved to be a
constant threat from beyond the
three-point line, hitting seven
three-pointers, which led him on
his way to both a career- and
game-high 25 points.
On Saturday, just one day
removed from the hard-fought
battle with Knox, the Vikings had
to face off against the Grinnell
Pioneers (9-6, 4-6 MWC).
Lawrence started the game
with some hot shooting, hitting
71 percent of their shots from
the field and leading the Pioneers
60-35 at the end of the first half.
The Vikings cooled down in
the second half, though, as the
Pioneers went on a 25-7 run with
10:47 left, which resulted in a tie
game with 3:43 remaining.
After some back-and-forth
play, Grinnell established a 97-96
lead before Conor Klusendorf

Standings
Men’s basketball
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made one of two free throws with
11 seconds left to force the game
into overtime.
Grinnell came out hot in overtime, hitting their first three shots
of the extra period, and eventually, the Pioneer onslaught would
be too much for the Vikings to
handle. The game finished with a
score of 112-103, and the Vikings
were obviously disappointed they
had let a 25-point halftime lead
get away.
Klusendorf did his best to
try to spark the Vikings to vic-

tory, as he finished on a number
of spectacular dunks on his way
to a career-high 35 points, but
unfortunately it wasn’t enough
for a Viking victory. Borresen also
contributed with 25 points, 18
rebounds and eight assists, coming close to recording what would
have been the first triple-double of
his career.
After a big game against St.
Norbert College (13-3, 9-2 MWC)
Wednesday night, the Vikings will
next host Carroll Saturday afternoon.

Rocky Rococo Invitational tough for track
Tyler Gasper

more Rose Tepper took fourth
place in the high jump with a total
height of 1.56 meters. In the 300meter run, senior Annie Sullivan
clocked in a time of 11:46.40 to
snag 11th place in that event.
In the relay events, the
Lawrence women’s ‘A’ teams took
sixth place in the 4x200-meter
relay with a time of 2:05.89 and
10th place in the 4x400-meter
relay after clocking in with a time
of 5:11.12. Freshman Sam Luebke
also finished 26th out of 44 in the
200-meter dash, clocking in a time
of 30.49.
In the face of the tough competition faced by the team at the

invitational, head coach Jason Fast
was pleased with the team’s overall performance, saying that he felt
the team “matched up well against
our conference opponents.” Coach
Fast also noted that the meet
showed the team is in a better
place than they were last year at
this time.
“As a whole the team is already
doing much better in just about
every event than we were last year
at this same point,” said Coach
Fast. “We are looking better every
week and we are excited for what
the rest of the season has in store
for us.”

Women’s basketball continues slump

throws trimmed the Grinnell lead
to a 44-39 lead with 1:25 to go in
the game. The Pioneers proceeded
to connect on seven of their eight
final-minute free throws and put
the game out of reach for the
Vikings.
Freshman Alex Deshler led
the Vikes with 12 points, and
Chadwick contributed 11 points
and seven rebounds in the losing
effort. Lawrence hosts their next
two games before a tough stretch
on the road in February. After playing St. Norbert Wednesday night,
the Vikings will next play Carroll
University 2 p.m. Saturday.

for The Lawrentian

The Lawrence University
indoor track team faced some
tough competition at the Rocky
Rococo Invitational at University of
Wisconsin-Whitewater last weekend, winning only one event. After
all was said and done, the men’s
team stood in ninth place out of
15 teams, while the women’s team
took 14th.
The most notable performance
of the meet came from freshman
Curran Carlile, who took first place
in the men’s 5000-meter run with
a time of 15:40.45, nearly 16 sec-

Erik Borresen
Staff Writer

Freshman point guard Cory
Paquette led Lawrence with 21
points and six rebounds, but
the Vikings fell short, losing
66-54 to Knox College (5-10, 4-6
MWC) Friday night in Alexander
Gymnasium. Jenny Haskell and
Kelly Ricketts each scored 20
points for the Prairie Fire en route
to their fourth conference win.
Lawrence (0-15, 0-10 MWC)
started hot, taking a 14-8 lead with

onds ahead of his closest opponent. Senior David Zane finished
third with a final time of 16:01.12,
also in the 500-meter run, putting
two Lawrence runners in the top
five in that event.
Other noteworthy performances on the men’s side of the
competition included one by Sam
Stevens, a sophomore, who finished fifth with a time of 1:59.83,
less than a second out of fourth
place, in the 800-meter run. In
the men’s 4x400-meter relay, the
Lawrence ‘A’ team took ninth place
out of 20 after clocking in with a
time of 3:44.76.
On the women’s side, sopho-

just over 13 minutes to go in the
first half. Knox fought back, making the score 29-27 with 2:20 to go
in the first half. From there, the
Prairie Fire burned up the court,
going on a 9-0 run to end the half.
Knox also scored the first six
points out of the break to take a
commanding 44-27 lead after the
first four minutes of the second
half. The Prairie Fire kept a doubledigit lead for the majority of the
second half, and Lawrence never
got closer than nine points the rest
of the way, losing 66-54.
The Vikings matched up with

Lawrence University

Grinnell College (6-7, 5-5 MWC)
Saturday afternoon in a rematch
of a game played just one week
earlier at Darby Gymnasium in
Grinnell, Iowa. The Vikings came
ready to play in the first half, leading by as many as four points and
keeping the game very tight as the
two teams went into the break with
the score tied 23-23.
With just five minutes left in
the game, Nakita Chadwick’s layup
tied the game 34-34. However,
the Pioneers scored the next nine
points and took a 43-34 lead with
3:12 left. A series of converted free

LET’S GO VIKES!

St. Norbert
Ripon
Carroll
Lawrence
Illinois College
Lake Forest
Grinnell
Beloit
Monmouth
Knox

MWC

O'All

10-2
8-3
7-3
7-4
6-5
6-5
5-6
5-6
1-10
0-11

14-3
10-6
9-6
8-8
10-6
8-8
10-6
6-10
3-13
1-15

MWC

O'All

11-1
9-2
7-4
6-4
5-5
5-6
4-6
4-7
3-8
0-11

15-2
11-4
9-7
10-5
7-8
6-9
6-9
5-11
4-12
0-16

MWC

O'All

10-1-1
10-1-1
9-3-0
7-5-0
4-7-1
4-7-1
1-11-0
1-11-0

13-3-1
13-3-1
12-5-0
9-7-1
4-12-1
5-11-1
1-16-0
1-15-0

Women’s basketball
St. Norbert
Monmouth
Illinois College
Carroll
Lake Forest
Grinnell
Beloit
Knox
Ripon
Lawrence
Hockey
MSOE
Adrian
Marian
Lawrence
Lake Forest
Northland
Concordia
Finlandia

Statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu and www.
midwestconference.org
and are current as of
January 26, 2011.
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Swimmers win one, lose one
Kelson Warner
for The Lawrentian

The Lawrence University Swim
Team was tested in last weekend’s
triangular in Lake Forest, finishing
second in the three-team meet. The
men’s and women’s teams bested
the Carroll University Pioneers
68-33 and 76-24 respectively. Lake
Forest, however, pulled away with
a pair of wins, scoring wins of
92-13 against the men and 81-32
against the women.
As the season moves forward,
Lawrence swimmers continue to
improve upon existing times and
put points on the board. For the
men’s team, junior Peter Brengel
placed second in the 100-meter
backstroke with a time of 1:01.05,
while teammate Tom Smith, also a
junior, raced to third place in the
50-meter freestyle by finishing in
26.74 seconds.
Freshmen Ted Chritton and
Charlie Mann also had good showings, with Chritton placing second in the 800-meter freestyle and
third in the 400-meter freestyle in
times of 9:13.61 and 4:30.89 and
Mann finishing just .15 seconds
behind Lake Forest’s Michael Tunzi
in the 100-meter freestyle to take

third with a time of 57.47 seconds.
The women’s team fared equally well, led in points by freshmen
Hannah Gabriel, who took first in
both the 200-meter and 400-meter
freestyles by clocking times of
2:14.59 and 4:43.28.
Also assisting the team were
sophomore Julia Heller and freshmen Chelsea Hameister. The two
switched off, with Heller taking
second place and Hameister third
in the 50-meter freestyle before
Hameister took second and Heller
third in the 100-meter freestyle.
Relay events for both the men’s
and women’s team displayed great
promise, with both “A” teams placing second in the 200-meter medley relay with times of 1:56.16
and 2:21.54 correspondingly. In
the 200-meter freestyle relay, the
women’s “A” team of Hameister,
Helen Noble, Jenna Budde and
Gabriel took first, posting a time
of 2:01.54; the men’s “A” team of
Brengel, Walker Brengel, Chritton
and Mann held second with a time
of 1:44.38.
The Lawrence University Swim
Team’s next meet is at Carthage for
the Private College Championships
Sunday.

Hockey loses twice to ranked Adrian
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Athletes of the week
by Alyssa Onan

Curran Carlile: Indoor Track
What do you think about while running? How do you
keep yourself going in the really long and hard races?
When I am running I sometimes start thinking in
Spanish, but usually, I am thinking about issues in my
life and trying to resolve them. I also think about girls
a lot.
What advice would you give to other people looking
to run in college?
For those looking to run in college, I would say look
for the right school first and then look at their running
programs. If you are where you want to be, you’ll be
happy. And if you are happy you are going to run your
best.
What is the most important thing you’re working on
this season? How do you plan on improving it?
This winter track season I am simply working to
improve my overall fitness and endurance for next year’s
cross country season. Cross is always the most important season when it comes down to it.
If you could have any superpower, what would it be
and why? How would you use it?
If I had a superpower it would have to be the ability
to turn everyday objects into cats. Because I like cats.
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What is your favorite event to compete in and why? What is your favorite to watch and why?
My favorite event to compete in is whatever the longest race is, because in general, the longer
the race, the better I do. The longest race in winter track is the 5000-meter run, so right now, that
is my favorite. My favorite event to watch is the 4x400-meter relay because it is the most intense in
terms of crowd participation and I always find it to be a very emotional experience when I watch it.

Erik Borresen: Men’s Basketball
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Jon Mays
Staff Writer

The Lawrence University
hockey team dropped a pair of
games to nationally ranked Adrian
College last weekend. Adrian is
ranked ninth in the U.S., but the
Vikings showed no fear in going
head-to-head with one of the elite
teams in the country.
In the opener of the doubleheader, the Vikings appeared
poised to pull off an upset, leading
3-1 midway through the second
period. Sam Johnson, Ben DiMarco
and Matt Hughes all scored for the
Vikings as they pushed out to the
two-goal advantage.
The Bulldogs cut the lead to
a single goal entering the third
period, but then scored twice in
the final period to steal the victory. Lawrence pulled goaltender
Evan Johnson with about a minute

left to give themselves an extra
attacker, but were unable to find
an equalizer.
The shift in momentum carried
over to the next day’s game as the
Bulldogs (13-3-1, 10-1-1 MCHA)
jumped out to a 3-0 lead over the
Vikings. Hughes added a powerplay goal in the third period, but
Lawrence was never able to recover
from its slow start.
The Vikings (9-7-1, 7-5-0) held
a two-man advantage for two minutes due to an Adrian penalty
for too many men on the ice, but
Lawrence could not capitalize to
cut into the lead and fell 3-1.
Lawrence is back in action this
weekend as they play a home-andhome series against Milwaukee
School of Engineering. The series
opens in Appleton 7 p.m. Friday,
then moves to Milwaukee the next
day for the second game.

Who is your favorite team in the
conference to play? How about your
least favorite?
My favorite is St. Norbert, because
recently they have been in the national
Top 25, and I always enjoy playing
against great players. Plus, there is a
good amount of bad blood from years
past, which always makes things interesting. I hate playing against Grinnell
for several reasons, but mostly because
the game takes an extremely long time
due to their questionable style of play,
and by the end of the game I am absolutely exhausted and beat up from
getting fouled.
What are your biggest personal
accomplishments so far this season?
How do you plan on continuing to
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improve on them?
I’ve been fortunate to have several
15-plus-rebound games, so I would say those games have been my biggest personal accomplishments, because it is such an important part of defense. There is a science to rebounding, and with
experience you begin to know how a shot will come off of the rim and where to position yourself on
the floor in order to have the best chance at grabbing the ball. So, I plan on continuing to outwork
and outsmart my opponents on the defensive end.
How has your participation in Lawrence varsity athletics enhanced your experience at LU over
the past four years? What will you remember most?
Being part of LU varsity athletics has put me in a distinct social category on campus. I have different views from many other Lawrentians, but I have attempted to step outside of my social comfort
zone and befriend all types of people around campus. When I’m gone, I’ll have the fondest memories
of hanging out with my teammates, and I’ll certainly miss the simplicity of being able to walk next
door or across the hall to see them.
If you were stranded on an island with one member from the team, who would it be and why?
I would choose my good friend Jon Mays as he is someone I’ve always been able to trust and talk
to about everything. Plus, I know he won’t talk too much or annoy me because that’s not his style.
We’d probably just kick it and listen to some beach-themed music by Jack Johnson.

<3 my
spanish
speaking TS

Welcome to
The Lawrentian
007.

How are the freshmen impacting the team dynamic? What have they brought to the table to help
the team?
With just five returning players from last year, we knew some of them would have to be ready
to play from the start and so far they have done a great job. They are a great group of guys, and
will be a very, very tough team to beat in the future. They make me laugh every day — whether it’s
one of them doing a ridiculous impression of Kline, Max asking some air-headed question or Adam
Breseman singing songs from the Lion King, they keep me thoroughly entertained. This team is
closer than any other team I’ve been on, and it’s because we have so much fun together.
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What’s on your iPod?

Josh and Luke Younggren ‘11
So, Luke was, for several years,
under the impression that these
things were done through shuffling one’s iPod, so we started with
Spiritualized and went from there.
1. Spiritualized, “Cop Shoot Cop”
We decided to start with this
track because it’s awesome. But
really, “Ladies and Gentlemen We
Are Floating in Space” is an incredible album. This, the last track
on that album, opens with a laidback “Talk Talk” groove, which
progresses to a sprawling, spacedout, drugged-out freak out. Drug
albums can do no better.
2. John Zorn, “End Titles”
To be quite honest, neither of
us knows this song from “Film
Works Vol. 3” that well. But it’s
one and a half minutes long, so we
just listened to it like five times.

This, Josh assumes, is obviously in
Zorn’s Film Works series, which is
essentially music for small scale,
small budget films that he liked.
Marc Ribot’s detuned, twangy guitar is the focus. Music for a postmodern “Roadhouse.”
3. Smashing Pumpkins, “Today”
Oooh, great pick iPod!! Luke
and I love the Smashing Pumpkins,
regardless of Billy Corgan’s recent
activity — specifically, everything
after 1995’s “Mellon Collie and
the Infinite Sadness.” The opening dynamic shift — one guitar to
probably 100 — hits Luke every
time. Well, not really, but whatever.
Also, Peter, Jake, Luke and I beat
this song, all on expert — even
vocals — with five gold stars in
Rock Band 2. We know, impressive.
4. Rick James and Teena Marie,

“Fire and Desire”
To paraphrase this song:
“Wow, it’s really good to see you
again baby, and I must admit,
looking very, very, very nice these
days. I guess life must be treating
you well. Oh me? Well I’ve just
been doing the same old thing. I
got a new lady now, and it’s a little
different than it was when I was
with you… I used to loooooooooovvvveeeeeee them and leave them,
that’s what I used to do.”
5. Talking Heads, “Cities”
Yeah! This is from a bootleg
- Aug. 24, 1979, Berklee School
of Music, Boston — that would
eventually lend material to their
live release “The Name of this Band
is Talking Heads.” Phish used to
cover this song, which is how both
Luke and I came to appreciate the
greatness of it. Look over there! A

dry ice factory! Good place to get
some thinking done!
6. Paul Hindemith with Christian
Lindberg, “Sonata for Trombone
and Piano, mvt.4”
I can’t believe this came up,
but it probably should be titled
“Sonata for Piano and Trombone”
— Nick Towns knows what I’m
talking about. You know? Oh, and
this one’s on Josh’s recital.
7. Madlib, “Painted Pictures (Art)”
The Beat Konducta. 1:40 of
nastiness. Madlib releases so much
good material, Luke just doesn’t
get it. This is Vol. 1-2, by the way.
I mean, there are 40 tracks on this
album or something.
So I guess that’s what our iPod spits
out on shuffle. Okay, it was all on
Josh’s iPod, chill.
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